The limits of viability in preterm infants, a growing ethical dilemma

Without ethics, everything happens as if we were all five billion passengers on a big machinery that nobody handles, and it’s going faster and faster, but we don’t know where. Jacques Cousteau

The remarkable advances in neonatal care of extremely preterm (EP) infants are increasingly changing the limits of viability towards progressively younger gestational ages at birth. In my opinion, this tendency places us in a difficult position where the potential benefits of survival are less significant than the long-term outcomes. Such behavior may be the consequence of the erroneous belief that medicine could achieve any and all accomplishments, even if they are not achievable due to the multiple biological hurdles faced by it. Unfortunately, when confronted with this situation, the fact that every medical practice should, above all, be ethical is most likely disregarded. In the absence of ethics, whatever we do is unfounded.

The limits of viability have reduced gradually over the last decades, from 28 weeks approximately 30 years ago to 26 weeks, then to 24 weeks, and now to 22 weeks. As these changes took place, mortality and morbidity in preterm infants reduced progressively, resulting in new and complex situations, not only for physicians, but also for parents and their families.

Some of the aspects that hinder the approach to EP infants include the multiple difficulties to establish an adequate definition of when treatment is fruitless and futile. This is mostly due to the uncertainty regarding the level of immaturity, severe morbidity, and future outcomes. I believe this situation is now more common in medicine because many assume that everything will be solved with technology; therefore, physicians fail to apply the concept of uncertainty.

It is evident that neonatologists deal with extremely complex situations when deciding on whether to start, continue or interrupt vital support in infants born at the limit of viability. The rule is to provide the greatest extent of care, at least in the first days; then the dilemma escalates if progress is not favorable and the infant’s life depends on the implemented care measures, because suppressing these would result in his/her death. At the margins of viability, the interaction between physicians and families is highly challenging but it is also an opportunity to help parents in such a distressing and stressful situation.

However, this practice varies noticeably among health care providers. A group may agree on saving the infant’s life “at all costs” and maintaining support, regardless of the future consequences on neurodevelopment and the parents’ will. This leads to therapeutic obstinacy because, most likely, the outcomes of EP infants will not be sufficient to achieve an adequate clinical course. If health care providers insist on deciding not to perform a careful analysis of the situation, disproportionate treatments will prevail. In this way, both parents and physicians become the hostages of modern medicine, thus perpetuating inadequate therapeutics.

Another group of neonatologists will have a completely different attitude and maintain an open and compassionate relationship with the parents since the beginning, even before birth, and will explain the complications of their infant’s treatment. It is frequent—and understandable—that parents have hopes at first and encourage the continuity of care, but as days go by and no recovery is seen, they realize treatment is futile and gradually change their mind. At a certain point, they usually state that they do not want to continue with treatment. Based on ethical principles, the group of health care providers will treat parents as their partners and collaborate with them by providing help, understanding, empathy, and an honest communication.1-4

In addition, it is worth mentioning that it is usual to use gestational age as the only parameter in the long-term course, which is a serious mistake that has historically endured, and still persists. The aspects based on social variables have been gaining in importance. Doyle et al.,9 conducted a study to assess the relevance of social and biological aspects in the long-term course in a group of preterm infants born with a birth weight of less than 1000 g. They observed that social variables such as growing up in a multilingual household, having a low socioeconomic status, and a lower level of maternal education had a negative effect and were more relevant in late outcomes. Perinatal biological outcome measures showed important adverse associations, mainly in relation to cognitive and learning outcomes.

However, the great complexity in relation to the margins of viability to make decisions makes it necessary to consider, besides gestational age and social aspects, birth weight, sex, indication of antenatal corticosteroids, need of advanced resuscitation at birth, and severe morbidity in the first days of life. Each of these aspects should be
taken into consideration because they may affect the infant’s clinical course. Tyson et al.6 analyzed a large cohort of preterm infants born between 22 and 25 weeks of gestation and observed that those exposed to antenatal corticosteroids, of female sex, born to a singleton pregnancy, and with a higher birth weight (every 100 g of increment) had a lower risk for death and fewer severe sequelae on neurodevelopment. The likelihood of a favorable prognosis in the presence of these four variables served as a better estimator than considering only gestational age. Other studies found that the administration of antenatal corticosteroids alone reduced mortality and long-term disabilities.7,8

It is critical to bear in mind that these data stress the need to know other factors that may be part of the actions taken instead of making hasty decisions based exclusively on gestational age.

In relation to published studies that analyzed long-term follow-up of EP infants, it is worth noting the one by Marlow et al.,9 who assessed a large cohort of preterm infants born between 22 and 25 weeks of gestation at 6 years old. They found a survival rate without disability at 6 years old of 0%, 1%, 3%, and 8% among those born at 22, 23, 24, and 25 weeks of gestation, respectively. Although that study was based exclusively on gestational age and may have been biased and present limitations, results were truly alarming. A recent systematic review assessed the cognitive outcomes of children who were born extremely preterm and at less than 32 weeks of gestation between 1990 and 2008.10 EP infants showed important intelligence deficits and the cognitive outcome did not show improvements between 1990 and 2008. These findings underscore that neonatal care of very small preterm infants after birth is still a major dilemma. In addition, it was observed that bronchopulmonary dysplasia was by far the main adverse outcome measure in cognitive disorders.

As a corollary of the great complexity of the limits of viability, it is necessary to emphasize the need of having ethics in mind at all times so as to maintain adequate behaviors. The beneficence and the non maleficence principles point out that physicians should do good and avoid doing harm. These principles operate in every human action and are undisputed, but in such complex situations, they are certainly difficult to implement. Uncertainty regarding the course of EP infants in the short and long term makes us incapable of establishing an accurate prognosis, at least in the first weeks of life. Many times, this prevents us from firmly asserting whether we are doing good or harm. Therefore, it is critical that we become aware of our actions when faced with this situation.

The hospitalization of EP infants will invariably be very prolonged and pose many highly challenging situations for parents. Their stress and distress will only be mitigated by our appropriate conduct. Every action carried out under ethical principles during this extended stay will have a good impact and will give us the satisfaction of helping our fellow human beings, which has always been one of the main goals of medicine.
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